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Galaxy beam projector android phone

Samsung's Galaxy Beam is one of the most fascinating devices we've seen recently. And not for its screen, processor or camera, but for a completely different reason – it's got a 15-lumen project pico built-in project, allowing them to beam that screens you into a 50-inch projection. Imagine the games you play with the videos you watch on your smartphone screen project the 50-
inch screen. And now, the Galaxy Beam has finally arrived in the US. It doesn't have the support and grant of any of the larger companies, though, and it's selling keys with a slightly larger initial price tag, but no deal link with the full freedom of using your device as you want. And you'd better hurry up to get it. Samsung Galaxy beam is sold in very limited quantities on Amazon, and
the price is set north to $480.As for the technical details, the Galaxy Beam is a phone with a 4-inch WVGA LCD screen, 1GHz dual-core processor, 8GB of built-in storage and a 2,000mAh battery. This article has been updated. While we were examining Samsung's official World Congress we stumbled upon Samsung the I8520. Don't seem to be in it, the I8520 will be an Android
2.1 based phone with some quite impressive spectrum. First of all, we should mention the big 3.7-inch WVGA Super AMOLED screen (use the new technology by Samsung). The camera is listed as an 8-megapixel one with autofocus and flash and the phone will also offer HD video playback (not sure yet if it has recordings in HD). The star of the show though is the built-in
projector by Texas Instruments that will let you build your own home cinema. Over Android, the manufacturer has set TouchWiz 3.0 copper users in order to provide a similar experience to its other phones. The design of Samsung's Halo I8520 is pretty simple to say, but that's no matter too much as we believe this is a targeted phone in the tech puff out there, and not users who
require style from their handsets. The I8520 didn't get introduced to the event tonight, but we think we'll see more of it very soon. Samsung I8520 Specificationsource: Samsung via the Engadget I8520 Samsung I8520 has a built-in projector Check here for our complete coverage of the Mobile World Congress! Subscribe to our newsletter! Samsung's Galaxy Beam is that very
same phone and a built-in projector Samsung announced February at the Mobile World Congress and is finally here! At least if you're in the UK where the Galaxy Beam is currently selling for £395 (or almost $615) cut deals. With a 15-lumen projector that doesn't make the phone too thick, the beam is definitely a device that will appeal to those who want to bring their movies and
presentations everywhere with them. The projector should be the feature that you appreciate the most because otherwise the phone is a beautiful mid-range standard artifacts, hardware-wise similar to the Galaxy Ace 2. It comes with a 4-inch WVGA screen, a 1GHz processor, 768MB of RAM and 8 gigs of itneral storage. Looking back at history, you'd see that this Galaxy Beam is
actually the second iteration on the project phone idea by Samsung. But while the first beam costs a lot and sells in limited markets, this one could share the way for the best technology. What do you think, will you receive this? Hit the source below to buy It Expansion European Location.Source: Expansion via SUBSCRIPTION Engadget in OUR NEWSLETTER! It is possible to
give a great presentation using your cell phone – all it takes is a little know-how, or in some cases, an extra cable. Here's how to turn your Android phone into a presentation tool. Stream wirelesslyAllCast is an Android-compatible app that allows you wireless current content from your phone to an external monitor or TV. To use AllCast you'll need a set-top compatible box.
Supported devices include Roku, Apple TV, Xbox 360, Xbox One and Google's Chromecast as well as Smart TV from Samsung, Sony and Panasonic.Once the app is installed on both your smartphone and secondary devices, you can incur your business presentation through a larger display using a Wi-Fi connection. Connecting to a projector projector usually connects to
computers via a VGA port, while new projects connect via an HDMI port. Unfortunately, your Android smartphone probably doesn't have neither of these. But there are still ways to connect your phone to a projector with your business presentation beam on a wall. To do this, you'll need to buy an adapter: either micro-USB in HDMI or micro-USB VGA, depending on what type of
projector you are working with. Using a projector has definite advantages on connecting your smartphone to a digital display. More importantly, it allows you to showcase your business presentations of any size and about just about any wall or flat surface, giving you the ability to address larger groups. Connecting to a TV or monitors you have access to a tv or monitor, but don't
want to go through the configuration necessary to connect wirelessly, you can use connected cables. Since very few Android smartphones boast an HDMI production port – most are limited to a micro-USB port – you'll need an MHL adapter. This cable plugs directly into your smartphone's charging port on one end and features a full-size HDMI port on the other end. Not all
smartphone supports MHL connectivity, however, so check with your phone manufacturer first. Using ChromecastIf you already used Chromecast, or if you planned on buying it anyway, you can use it to mirror your phone on your tv. Once your Chromecast is set up, you can easily connect your phone to it by downloading the Google Home app. After that, make sure Power Saving
Mode is turned off on your phone, as it has been turned on can interfere with your ability to discard your phone screen on your TV. Connect your phone to the Wi-Fi as the same as Chromecast and open the Google Home app. Select the menu. Then Cast Screenshots / Audio. From there you should be able to and select your Chromecast device. If you need to adjust volume in
your presentation, you can go to the Google Home app and select Devices to find the cursor volume. Other reports by Brett Samsung Samsung Sunday announced its first phone at the Mobile World Congress (MWC), Samsung Galaxy Beam, an Android smartphone and a built-in projector. The Galaxy Beam will be available globally in the second quarter of this year's St. MWC,
which officially starts Monday in Barcelona, Spain, is the largest mobile show in the world. Phone projector (and mobile phone project) have been around for some time, but they tend to be on the thoughtful and not-so-attractive side. The beam measures Galaxy only 0.49 inches while projector 15 lumens. Most Projector accessories incorrectly sold today are only 10 or 12 bright
lumens. Samsung Galaxy beam Android smartphone with projectctorThe Galaxy Beam can project video, image or presentation PowerPoint up to 50-inch wide. The resolution of video projects is 640-by-360 pixels. Samsung has done a quick demo projector quality image projector. Clarity in images was impressive: Colors looked vivid and the photo looked sharp. In the other
Demos of Pico projects I've seen, colors look washed out, while images and text look laundered. Here's an uplose look at the beam: The Projector basically mirrors whatever's on your display. It uses the phone gyroscope to correctly adjust the image from portrait mode landscape. It, however, is not Samsung's first attempt at a phone/projector combo. Samsung Galaxy beam
viother than the built-in projector, Galaxy Beam species are very standard for high-end Android phones. The beam is marched by a dual-core 1GHz processor, sports a 5-megapixel camera and has an 8GB of internal memory as well as a microSD slot. It has a 4-inch WVGA TFT display LCD. It now runs Android 2.3 Gingerbread, but will be upgraded to Ice Cream Sandwich.
Design wise, the Beam has a very unique look and a slightly curve curve made from a soft material, yet resistant material. There's a bright yellow band that wrap around the edges of the phone, which unlike nicely with the black body. Samsung estimates that the phone can project videos for up to three hours before you need to recharge again. Samsung also informed us that there
will be accessories too, such as stopping, available for the beam. For more blogs, stories, photos, and videos from the world's largest mobile show, check out PCWorld's comprehensive Coverage at World Mobile Congress 2012. Note: When you buy something after clicking link to our article, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Android.
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